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Is There hife After Adolescenee and if flo Should rollitieal Scientiots Carel
,

or

Until recently it was-practically a truism that human development stopped
, .

soMetime soqn after adolescence. the assumptiodwas that all umjor chanAe and .

growth - whether cogniiiite, social LA. emotional - took plaCe before that time.

Once individuals eetored,adnithood., they ouppoeedly entered a time of relatime

stability. The middle years, were largely Ignored while old age, when it was

studied at all, was considered more #1111&ss a disease one caught at some point,

is

a disease quitd disconnected kroin,all that came before, And from which, of

course, there was no recovery.

During the last ten years or ao,.thisecus on the wally years - even

developmensalists had concentrated their attention on infancy, childheod and

_adolescence has'undergone soTething of a shift. Among psychologists there

1..s an increasingly large and legitimaee faction that ProPpses that individual

growth and change is a life long phenomenon. Furthermore, adurt.development

ip Seen as having-three quite separate sources. First, it is the.outgrowta

and legacy of the earlier years. Middre.adulthood, let us eay, is only op('

era in a continull process; it grows outtof.what came befor, add 4eeds 'into

what comes after. Second, the middle and lath years are now viewed as re-

spohding to new experiences and exposures. Heretofore, Socializaticin VR, 3
V

4

thought of as confined al114,st exclusively to childhood and ndolencence.The

neer resoarch suggests thac, in fact, the dramatic chnnges that'incre4si,tiay

-occur during the later lieriods, have an impact. 'In a time when people are

changing pccupations, spousea, and locales all the tlime, the static image of

what it is like to be fully adult must give way. And fin here ts the

increasing attention to change in our social, paychological, and biological

1. al ..

performance. Even if left to live out our lives inaeSt.ed frommuy wtside
k .

. ..
1

lAlfluences, alteratio'np insinultu theauelvA meely. as the 'result of our

,-0.wincing age.
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nit; viewpoint of this paper, then, is ohvioup. IA line witu the fresher

'thinking on the subject, it supports the eropositionthat there is life after'

adolescence and that thia life can he HO diff.orent qualitatively from waat came

before., that to emphasize the early yearqiat the expentie of the later ones4e a

-distortion. To put the point even mbre dramatically: 'adult experience and

change can be the genesis ot both personality dynamics and behavioral choicee.

truCtwhat are the implications of this new focuo on adult deyelopment?

Should we an political scientises care? And if so7why? I-would argue that at
A

lcleast
Ahose among ue- who_concQrn ourselven with the dynamics of human behavior

oueht to be aware of change in adulthood on two quite seearate levels. At tee

moet basic, the life-course perspective illuminates the single life. To the

extent that we focus our attentions from time to time on particular individuals .

in particular situations, thin fresh slant muet.contribute. Heretofore, our

7personality andypolitice literature has been informed almost exclusively by

the Freudien.perspective;
1

to study Woodrow Wilson, to take perhaes the most

considered example, wee'to analyze his later life in Orme of his eakier one

(George, 1956). -lhe point her, is not to denegrate the use of the Freudian

perspective, but only to urge that we learn to supplement it with the more

social-pSycholoeical orientation that typifies the study of the lat'er life.

Tn my own study of Willy Brandt, to take the case with which I am the most

familiar. it became clenr after immersion into.the 0.etdcliA13 of the 1116e, ONek,

some of his most outstandingcharacteristics as a political reader grew not cut

of what he had liVed through as a child, but out 1)1 hii yaung adulthood -- the'

ages 17 to J4 (Kellerman, pasiwim).

On quite another level, the life-course perspective should also illuminate

g

truths and possibilities about the body politic. It is the co cept of, in Mr Incur

Olson's .words,"'the large, latent group" that I am addressing here, merely,

at this point, to suggest that nations,(of citizens) aah experience groNeth, (1.e-
,

ve1opment and change just as ihdividuals'dq, and that this raises
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other questions that polhtical ecientitits might do well to contemplate. What

does it do bo our traditional concept of political socialisation - with its

4
tiaditional agents Of family and school.if we admit to the possibility of

equally powerful agents in adtflthood? What about a whole political oultvre?

Can it be altered as the result of what it has experienced en nesse -- cape-

cially if an effort is made to capitalize on that experience? -(One would

assume that any single cultUre-changing experienceswould have tb be a mighty

one auch as 4 war, depression, -remolution, etc,)

There are also more specific questions of- public polidy. Can it be that

the new attention to life-span devebspinent han implications, or should have

1

anyway, for policy areas such as health, housing, transportation, etc? ,Can

it be that straddling this new line between the psycho and the social, be:

tween the self and the society, suseesita -the. posstbility of new kinds of

deliberately sought change? It is certainly true, that if it were the case

that the awareness of adult development were.taken into account by policy

planners, it mig4t be the very first instance in Wilich there was a widespread

EFactical affect resulting from the joint.study of psychology and politica.

Political science already has,of course, a history of indebtedness to

psychology.. It was Harold Lasswell who initiated the interdisciplinary ex-.

ctinge. Put it'was 318o Lasswell who4 inadvertently swilled US with a 'ren,ian
r

legacy that we halgie been too alms, to shuck. Now psy&Aology is changing,

4
moving away from itd early nonotheism to entertain the possAtility of new'

gods (e.g. Piaget), And so it behooves us too to see whadhthere is out there

that we mightuse. I.

This paper is intended only to scratch a couple of surfaces.,. It is .

hoped that-its primaryaudience will be political scientists who are not noTk

actively involved in work on psychology and politics, but who feel a need. to



be informed about what is going on in the uew "in" domain of life span develop-'

1
i . . 0

ment. In that spirit it will review the work in this area of iour major deve-

,

lopmental theoristo and also ef the_ Soci,^1 Scionce,Reuarc:i Council's: CuiWittee

on Life-course Perspectives on Middle and Old Age, It will conclude with some

thoughts on hew all of thi4 relates to the morii traditional pieces oqfpolitical

aCience

The Concept of,Stsaes

A
The/thereto are Erik Erikson, Daniel Levinson, ..14u* Loevinger and

/

Law-

rence Kohlberg. Since there are great differences between tpem, it is strik-

ing, but hardly'an accident, that,all four write of movement from one stage

to the next. Each posits the existence of units of some sort that tiave their

own integrity,-in whichoer at which we rest iotlicertain times in our lives,

and from which we can in some cases, and muat in others, move on. The trouble,

or, depending on your point of view, fun, begins when we are reduced to defining

these units more exactly, and also the rules by which we move from oneirto the

next.

Erikson first wrote about the eight."ages" of man, and Levinson about
5

'41,er1ot1e" and "eras". But the two have in common the fundamental point that

each of these units marks a time chiming which epeCift developmental tasks
N'

arise. Each new unit is al new set of tasks. Each.,taait is Uoth ihternally`
-

and, externally determined

lived; Erikson speaks 9f

. And each must be met for the life to be succeisfully

"crisea" that
.

to define the psychosocial hurdl4 that

his/life.

and there

must be resolved; tellifiSOn

confront a man2 At varioui

tiSes "task"

times in

iDifferent crises and tasks characterize differeht dtages, or periods,

is the assumption that the satisfactory completion of early taski

imorovt the quality of the later life. The failure to meet the challenge of

II

.r



one stage does not spare the challenge of the next, but the progression 'is

Cumulattve, not hierarchical. In other worda, later stages are, according to

Erikson and LeviAsen, are not nexessitrily jusk tuter.

Loevinger and Kohlberg use the concept of stage more.rigorously. They

equate new etage with new-structure.* Following the cognit0M-developmental

. t .

work of Piaget, they assume that the progression from one stage to the next

is defined by a change -- forward or upward. Such change is de-

fined not by the c f thought, but rather by a wholly new way of looking
Is

at things, by the "fool" or."organizatinn" of the perspective. Kohiperg

summarizes:

In addition to focusing dpon'iluelity, form, competence..a.

cognitive developmental stagenconcept his the following

* additional general characteristics:
1. Stages imply distinct.or qualitative differegces*in

structures (modes of thinking), which still serve

the same basic function (e.g. intelligence).

2. These different structures form an invailant sequence,

-order or succession ln individdal clvelopment.

. 3. Each of these different and se'quential modes of thought

forms a "structured whole.", A.given stage-response on a

task.... represents an underlying thought7organization....

4. Stages are hierarchital integrations. Accordingly, higher

vtages displace (or-, rather reintegrate) the structures

found at lower stages (Kohlhsrg, 1973, Pp. 3, 4 of

manuscript).

7-

Clearly, the "stage-as-new-structure" (Loevinger,,Kohlberg) concept dif-

fers from that of "stage-as-hew-set-of-task:3Y. (Erikson, Levinson). To.ferth,7

clarify the distinctinns; a few other cti*arisona. 00n measurement

how do you know when a person is in what stage). The task theorists are vague ,

here,--&ithough Levinson's tasks are more'precisely age-linked. Conversely,

the structeralists insist on precision in scoring and have labored for ychri

to achieve it (ee below). )43.11 numbers of stages. Since Levinson's periods

*Each of Levinson's stages also has a new structure:a new "life aructure."%

.

But his 'use of the term is peculiar to him. Usually mchologists use the

word structure rigorously: to indicate a new organization" along a scale

which progresses hierarchically.

(

.
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are correlated to age; we can count them exactly. Live a longer life, and you

will. pass through more periods. Erikson underemphaeized (iv terms of numbers

of stagesithe last 3/4 of .tfie life span relative to the first 1/4. Five of

his eight stages are in the first 2.0 years of life: .ftwevinger and Kohlberg

both.have a last hIghtt_ stage which is more an ideal than anything elae. Thn

-

numbere of stages that precede it should,-in thedry,, be preasely definable.

Bu, the debate over 'what.in a level, a stage; a transition, goes on, 3)On over-
. . (..

lapping-stagee.. This gets Us into the question of how transitions are defind,

and what is the mechanism of change. At this point, it need only be said, that

the transitions between stages are not clear in any of the four cases-nor, in
%

-
fact, is the definition of a transition clear. 4)On regres8ion to a previous

stage. A structural developmentalist would claim that even A eingle.caseof

I. _)

regression would disprove the universality that is implicit in his th2ory.

Erikson and, Levinson do not even discuss regression.. They consider it (mite

possible to be stuck at the wrong stage at the wirong time, but it is not pos-

sible to slip back. 5)On universality. All four claim that their theory is

valid cross culturally. 6)On behavior. All four see a broad range of behavior

as dependent on stage--although they differ on specifics..

/-
For all their differences, ttl.two apptoaches to stage are, in fact,

compatabie (Kohlberg, 1973, p. )47 pf manuscript). indeea, the four theorised

arn aldressing questions that are enough different, so that.they can all hanpUy

Coexist.' It is, in any case, the shared finding that J..s crucial: Change's' talva

1

plate during adulthood. These ch ges dave a psychosocial origin.

More on that in the developmental theme heard in the four voicep below.
.

Erikson

1

, .Erikson's person and work have spilled into the popular culture': His

, .

psychohistoriea* of ("yo4n0 oue)luther and (mid41e-aged"), Gandhi have upawivAd

a genre and his scheme on the "eight agea" of man (from the cradle to the .grave)

a

.0"



wan niven the ultimate accolade: lt was animated for network television.

Although not usually linked, for our.purposes it is esefUl to consider.tha

paychohistory and "eight ages" contributions in tandem. The eight stages reflect

'the Freudian influence due, no doubt-, to Erikson's own psychoanalytic training.

That in, the first five stages cover infancy,'childhood, and adoletwence, aad

onfi the last three are concerned with adulthood (Eriksop, 1950, 1;p. 247-274).

The innovation was in Erikodn's propostiion that there are crises bnique_to tfie

adult years, nAd that the way in which these are reaolved will define the

stiality of the adult life. Of particular interest td Political hcientists i3

the fact thst Erikson's psychohistorie4 stress the intertelatiouohip between

eoviromment and peyeonality in the creation of a leader: He goes ao far na to

suggest that Unless the needs of the leader anq the society in which Iva is to

play out his role camplement one another, the playing out of"that(Oult leader-

ship) role will be impossible.

"Young aduithood," the first of three stnes in the adult span, is varked

by the crisis of intimacy Va. isblation. "Adul*.hood" contains the,struggle of

genethtivityv agnation. And'the battle'of 'told agp .is between integrity

and despair. (Erikson'u age linkages.are left for the reader to fathom. Reeghly,

"young adulthood" iu from 20-40;.. "ac4,1thood"- is from 40-60; and "old age".is

the timp left after-cwt.) But what precisply does Erikson mean by the Vloridt

4'

PcrisiS"? .14hat does he inpiy wh;ra 1;e. pits Ole, oupposedly/prefernW .5take.

"( directly against Its'abhorred opposite? Although he is carebil to say that

crisis, as he uses the term, should not denote threat of catastrophe but rather

grAmTeAll point, "a crucial period of increased vulnerability and heighteuk.d

potential" (Erikson, 1968, p.96), he does.allude to 4 "healthy° personality.'

Indeed, he,goes on to define one.. At the leant, the healthy person has oflr-

integrated sense of self, masters the environme4i, and perceivee tIv.1 world and

9



add self correctly. tikson prAidas a laodel, then, or if you will, a series

of eight, which, if not ilved through well, will result in an "unhoaltsy," or nn-

fullfilled personality. Thus, despits thc disclaimer, each of the stages ls a

criEls in the Rens* thai if left unresolved (i.e. no reasonable balhnce between "

the polar opposites in achieved), the personality will be unable to develop ac-

. cording to "sredetermined steps."

Perhaps the crucial point concerns the interaotion between the self and the

-enviranment. A crisis occurs, in fsct,.when the cilangATI self enceunters others.

The inner laws of development *create a succession of potentialities for sigsiCi-
N

cast interaction with those persons who tend ,sn4 respond (to the child) and tnoee

institutions which are ready for him" (Erikson, l96.1, p. 9,3). The pattern does

not alter in adulthood: throughout life, perEonality ,;rows as Fhe result of tie;

quality of the inter?lay.between the self and the "widening radius of

cnnt individuals and institutions."

Let us look for a moment at own of -thet thiree, culla t ajcs. T4e, crisis ofi

timacy vs. isolation, which mcirks -younl adulthood," is one in which silk do, or

do ndt, learn to relate to sie,nificant others. Erikson speaks here of'our capn-
4

city to love. This includes sexual intimacy, but it also implies a commitmenb

that is characterized by a durable, moralty aware attention: The counterpart ot

\

illtimacy is distantiation,."the readiness to isolate and, if necessary, to destrey

those...whose elisence seems danoerous to n's _own . . 41 (iiri1cson):"195D, 264C .

The manifestation of distantiation is isolation, a state in whizh shving is
fte,

shunned.
4

Generativity vs. stagnation, the crisis of 'adulthood," liiJs the psycho to

the ocial through the medium of the next geueration. Erikson speaks of the nemx-IN

to establish a concern for the young, the still-to-be-taugat, in order co avoid

the sta3nation that inevltably descends,on the self-centered. To begenerative,

.,,de need net ourselves reproduce. .Bet-there must Erikson ado:Jib., some kind of

1.0
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devoted attention tp those who come after. ( .(lenerativity is tied to "product!-
,

10.vity" and "creativity." But while the last. twe can be incorporated by the first,

they'cannot replace it).

The crisis of "old age," integrity vs. despair, is more elusive. This eiOth

.and-Tinal stage, really the precursor of death', is seen to be the sum ak

substance of the F:Ven earlier parts. As such, le is 4 culmination-of tle ac-

crued interaction between the self and the outside world. Mor9, generally than

specifically, more implicitly than:explicitly, Erikson makes the point!

Integrity is the ego's accrued assurance of.its pro'Clivity for orde'r and
menning--an emotional inte0at1on...It i# the acceptance of one's one and
only life cycle...and an acceptance of Ole fact that one's life.is.one's
own responsibility. It is a sense of comradeship With,men and woman of
distant times and of different,pursuits who have,created orders and objects
and sayings conveying human dignity and love...(Erikson, 1968 p:'139 ff).

Erikson's words arc eloquent testimony to the indepenypt man--but f

the independence is clearly forged from a participation in the past, pres nt and

future world of others. And if old age.is a time to be.more qui.lt, a time for

integrating and cqming to terms with one's own history, the sdcCess of this as-

sembling, indeed the joy in'it, depends finally on the resolutions of earlier

//C.riAes. This view from the.finish line is clearly contingent on the quality of

psychosocial development that has taken place along the way.

Levinson

Like Erikson, Levinson in biographical irChis approach. But Levinson has
k.d

drawn his own attention to the differences between his periods and Erikson's

stages.
We regard adult development as,the evoldtion of the We structure;
our .developmental periods are successive phases in the process of,
building, modifying and rebUilding that structure. Erikiion's mode

of. analysis, too, is concirnedwith the interconnectedness of self
and world. He regards development, however, as a series of.stages
in ego development....Erikson's ego stages refer to the'self as it
is engaged with the world, but their primary focus is within the

12..rson Our approach,makes use of Erikson's, but it shifts the
focus somewhat. The concept'of the life structure 15 centered more
directly on the boundary betyeen self and world. It gives equal
consideration to self and world as aspects of the lived life.
(Ltvinson, et al., early draft of The Seasons.of a.N4'n's Life)



,

There are, of course, important aiii1arities between the two scaemes. Her

we are concerned here,with the central difTerence: ("Levinson's shift awny frem

Freud and the early years, and toward a theory of life-span development that

ilcItowe equal importance on the internal self and the external-worlds. This

AAaltered focus results in a new theory,of adult male development. speaks*,

a life cycle.which, from birth to old age, unfolds aCcording to a univeraal

pattern.

Levineen's theory grew oui,ef a study of 40 men.4 He proposes that: (1)

the adult life is composed of eras of about,twenty years each: and (2) within

these eras there are developmental periods that are specifically age linked.

,

The developmental periodja,hasediih-the aseumption that a man's_life
r

-. 3r.0.*;:

structure changes and moves through m.predetermined-sequepeetef'
"44.:* .' .

-

Levinson considtrs the ¶oncept gf.the life strueture.."pivotal,"'Atiagii;',

it, as the "underlying pattern or design of a person's' life at a Oven tie".

(Levinson, 1978, p. 41). The structure has several components, occupation

and marriage and faMily ate the most important% Any major 01761114,es in these
4

imply a major change in the overall:Te..

Three characteristics of the.deeelopmental periods indicate.jghy,Leviuson

sees them as conutituting a "basic source of order in the life cycle." First;

the periods erg said to be universal. Although careful to inOte ihat variations

6, him.) the periods are lived through pre "infinite," Levinson kypothegliies hat,

,

since,"the eras and periods ounded in the nature, cof man as a'biological,
f .

psychological-and socia or7ganism" .322), the differences are variaiiona with-

in a basic pattern. Second, the periods are age-lin his chronology is

not vague, as is Erikspn's. Levinson's periods are quite precisely defined.

And third, theTeriods'occur ih a,fixed sequence. Men proceed in the prescribe4

order through all the developmental periods that their life span supports.

They cannot continue to develop normally uniees the tasks 1 sach period are St

least fractionally fullfilled.
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/

, Levinson asserts that the 'primary task of every stable period is ta-e

\, . .

:
build a .life!siltuctr. . . and ofeyciry trAnsitioal period .to question and.

,

.
.('

. .
_

5
reappfaise t4-exist1eg atructure. .-.

, 4

If WO glafice back at the'elefilento
,

'

, '., .

of life strupturerowe see Oai the task in, at least'-during stable periods, to
#

flishion h day-to-day existence that allow% the self to'interact comforiably. \ .
-

and even creatively with the'world in whIch At' functions. Levinson's tasks
.

.

are wwndeee,concrett. In fact, the stuff orthe "lif;*structure' and the
ft.

-developmental period" is 'hothing more.elegnnt than wiyt fills our daily life.

According to Levinsdn, the following developmental periods characterize

the life,of:the early and middle male adhlt.

The ta'rly Adult Transition begins at age17 and ends at 22,6 The iask.

is twofOlti: to move out of the Ore-adult world, And to start moving into the

adult world. The peribd ends when the adult world encrOaches more definitively.

PAteringthe Adult World extends from about 22 to 28. The primarytask is t

"fashion and test out a previsional structure that provides'a workable link

between the valued self and the adult society" (Levinson,.p. 57). ft is a

time to experience and test initial choices_in.the pereen,q1 and professional

realms, just as tfie next period, the Aep ThittY Transitiod (age 28-33), is

the time to reevaluate those early selections. To the extent Oat thene were
1

;lawed,, this.transitional period allows space for adjustment atyi change.

3ettl1n7, Down begins at about age 33 and ends at 40. It is the celMiaation ci

early adulthood and fa, therefore, primarily concerned with.the tasks of

establishing a '"niche" in the society, an'd "1114kiiis TheMid-Life Tran6itioe

(4045) provaes in the larya_majority Of mei (about 541,toe-the sub.recke),

°rOderate or severe crisie." The pau"ie under intense scrutiny; smog*

change_ is inevitablb. The :Audi ends witim Enterips kliddlft-o4dulthod4 (44-45).

-r

.
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The -cvntral tnuk c.f porioct ..ts to form-the life structure appropriate for the

remainder.of 'Addle adulthool.

LOvinson claims that the cycle of alternating stable and transitional periods

continues into late ndialthiuid. Each period is independent in that it has its own

characr-. intie-, within its own time frame. They are interdependent, however,

in that the quality.of changes made now reflects the 'quality of changes made ear-

lier. Interdependent too, lire the self 0'14 the world. 'Development is stimulated

socially, and it is reflected back on the society. .Levinson pays a most singuJer

7
attention to,this "interprenetration." It is, in fact, at the core of the whofe.

Loevinger

Loe-Idngeeedomain is ego'development.

owni testimaney Ziffere from that of others

to 106eg!rate..,.ito tOkoe genee of experience,"

as its eisenc*,4 rkrkis synthetic function of the ego "is mot just another thing'

theAgo does, it is what tt* ego is" (idevinger, 1976, p. SW Her emphasis on

Her conception of the ego, by her

She sees "the strivingto master,

sti the primary funotif.:m c4>f the ego,

the, 0,17,0,asTrganizing agent in in tandem wfth the de.relopOlOntal perspective:

rIalia. ego masters more, integrates more fully, it (ides so actording to

,th"..md44 of ,structural-development. To repent, thiermodelJocuses.not on the

onto* of chan* but on the structures and patterns that define it. 'The

1,01tiOnizing agent or ego, therefore, must change according to the laws which con-
:

A the whole i composed of different parts,

, "eacW-stit;

utes structural deVelopmental theory.

What precisely is meant by "structural"? First, the term euggests,that

and second that these parts are
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not randomly aligned, but rather that they are imerre1ate4 partiGelar order.

A structural change-will occur.if the relationship among .the interdependtInt'com-

t
ponarts itself. changes. "Development" implies that tho change Just.,referred'to

is not "merely" rhan.,;e, but-, in an irreversibly way, progress. Loevitver dues

not herself makl 'this-explicit; she doep not make claims of betterness for later
si

stan. Ent it we examine Loewinger's 'ten stages, and remember Liu: earlier

admonition that stages are hierarchial integraticins (i.e. pew strueturet- at-

hi,:;her stages dtsplz;ce thosti at the lower sta.:es), it becones clear that move-

.

ment is not horizontal.but N41rtical-upward, A normative qlement is thefts ffit-

herent in the developmental scheme. At the hisittest. stages, we are prcy!ided
d

with no less than a vision of what the adult showld be Alotrld in telms of

social value nal should in tOms ot personal contentment.--

The lirst five stages of Loevinger'l; Model of ago development refer, ta

Lhe child. Much morc t4ortantly for our discussiori, it ts the sixth st-tve that

0-ts thought to b me"the edel level for 4404s ew society. Forty percent

of.the model, therefore. 4eals with stiles that most adults do not achieve.

Loevinger attoiteg; tr'

A fully u:alized contemp(iril conception of'ego dvvelopment has the
foll)win,; fonr,characterigi. s: fits!Ay, stages bre potentially Pit-

pi-ats and hence deftne types of chAdreta 441 adults. Secondim7)the start conception ts structwal; that 45 -Oleo& ig an Inner loliC.-'64
the s',:ages and.to thttr progression. Thirck.ly, tilere are no lpetitiv_
tests, experiments or research techniquesthat become the.inGtTumehtb

.

for d-.7ancing knowleile in the domain. nurthly, the 'ConCuption is ap-
plicAble to all ages- . . (Loeviger, 1976, p. 11)

We Have dealt with the second point. .The third point L cliseuseeti in

some further cletail t)elow. It is points one and four thnt concern us DOW.
. .

The firat,provides 'those of us who study adults in a sotial scientific centext

with a new and important way of lookil at.people. rwit fourth asserts
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with_decePtive simplicity the.validity of the stage concept of egb development
..

for an ages: movement from stage to higher stage is theoretically possiblp

at any moment the.life.

Thus, the essentials of adult development: (1) the assertion that adults.

can be categorized according to the particOlar stage they use in, and that t is

classification will, per se, divulge broad information; an'd (2) the claim t at

change -- here in the underly,ing structure cif the ego--is possible. (This second
1

point fosters the debate on whether the institutions of the society can and should

,try to stimulate that change.) 10

Before proceeding to examine what,mIght trigger ego development, a brief

description of Loevinger's chart of ego levels (she refers to.the different

stages
11

as ':milestones") with an exclusive attention to the five adult stages.

The Conscientious-Confofmlst Level (stage) referred to above as "probably

the modal level for adults in our society", is differentiated from the preceding

stage by an increase In self-awareness and the appreciation of multiple options

in open situations. "Inierpersonal style" is typified by a fresh'percepiion of
1.

self-in relation to the group, cooperation with the group, and a new effort,at

adjustment. The Conscientious Stage is the first that Contains the elements of an

adhlt conscience. These include Ylong-term, self-evaluated goals and ideals,

differeytiated self-criticism, and a sense of responsibility (Loevingerli1976,

p. 2). The person at this stage understands that emotional dependence does

not need to undercut the hard won sense of identity; a discovery that is

t;
sik
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dependeht on but not.identical to an increased ability yo tolerate concrete and

i 'conceptual complexity. LoevingWa nextrtage 111 labehed the Autonomous Stage.

It is most efficiently seen as a refinement of the individualistic Level, in

f particular an increased abilfty.to "see reality as complex and multifaceted."

Autonomy is cherished and recognized as a legitimate need in, others. -Its

attraction is counterbalanced, howeer, by'an Acute awareness of its limitations,

the recognition, again, of the need for emotional interdependence. The highest

ntage of the paradigm is the Integrated Stage. Careful.to note that description
IN

of this stage is difficult because it is so rarely found, LoevingerSportrays

It as a transcendence of the Autonomous Stage. Incorporating the characteristics

of the earlier stage, the Integrated individual will have firmed a sense of

identity, and worked at reconcilin the conflicts perceived earlier into a re-
.

nunciation of the unattainable% This 3ndividual is perhaps most effectively

viewed as an abstraction, the imagined personification ofylhat the process of

ego development would lead to if-it hod a finite end.

It is clear from this sruciural-developmental scheme that change in

stage of ego development in adulthood is possible. Buthow hikely is it? Ac-

cording to Loevinger, not very.. She does not dirgctly address the issue of

which stimpli would instigate developmental change, and under which conditions.

She does, however, note the tendencV of the ego to stabilize at a particular

level, and infers, thereby a resiStance,to change.

The ego tends to remain stable, Loevinger claims, "because the operations

by whichwthe person perceives his environmvnt effectively admit only those

data that can be comprehended ilready, hence are compatible with current ego

strueture" (Loevinger, 1976, 13-310.. The suggestion is that, only under)the

circumstance of "mental, turmoil,"'As change (i.e. progress) likely to occur.

An alternative scenario In which ego development may be a continuous process,

f
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vast majorAty of the po
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ller ehangts is also nuggeeted. put the fact that the

ulation tabilises at Some stage far below the maximum.

9compatible witlytheir intellectuAind other development" (Loevinger, 1976, p.311),

sugteats that the,syatem'maintnining forces are strong indeed.

1..oe4inger does, though proffer the "pdcer." ,The pacer ia a teaser: it la

any stimulus from the environment that tempts the ego to change by. exposing

attributes.of higher levels without intimidating the person (ego) still at the

lower level. Implicit in this notion is the assumption that under optimal condi-

tionapersons will opt for'change to higher levels. 'Nese conditions include

having modela of higher levels madit available, and understanding that the disequi-

librium induced by the now
attractive(skitt will not be too

The pacer, of cours, emanate from outside the eelf.

costly.

Thuu, structural-

developmental change of ego levil muat be externally induced.
Si.m11 wonder that

4

Loovinger draws'a parallel between her conception of ego developlmni and 'Etikson's

of paychoeocial development (Loevinger, 1976, pp. 3, 4). Once again, the self.

the adult self and the world, have a reciprocal interaction.

Kohlbera

Kotaberg, much more than the otherf, has played an a role in exploring

how adult development
theory might be put to prac cal use.. His decision to .ven-

ture into,the 4ieal" world armed only with theory had to be based on three funda-
.

4

pental assumptions: first, that developmental stages - here stages of moral d

velopment-in adulthood exist; second, that a person can be stimulated tdmove

from one tage to the next and third, that these changes-can be seen in moral

reasoning, and probably also in moral behavior' .

The idea that stlCuctural change can occur in adults ia new not only general.-

but aloe, to Kohlberg. -His early inquiries into moral deyelopment .
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weie based owthe cognitive structural model of Piaget and were focused, there- -.

fore on children aed adolescents (Kohlberg and Gilligavi, 1971 and Kohlburg, 1972),

4e /.

liu t Joy Kohlerg postelatee that the highest stages.of mqral-development,ate "tyk-
,

y not,reached until the late twenties or latdr" (Kohlberg, 1473, 20 of lmanu-

script).' In one interview he was quoted an saying that "Peoples moral awarenesa

1

: cnn continue to chanqe vell into.their -thirties." Thus, the adult no leas than

the child in subject to expertences that might precipitate structural.develow,.,

ment according to the rigorous definition of stage charige.given above.

Kohlberg's conclusions are carefully confined to the area of Moral develop-

ment. (This ostensibly limited domain reflectp his own preoccupation with smorn-

lity as as a philoaophicalconcépt - Kohlberg, 1971.) He used his subjects' re-

!

solutions of hypothetical moral dilemmas to' define six staged subsumed -under three

levels. Most adults are to be found in the middle range, at the "conventional

level." Here, I will list the three levels and six stages but will include de-

scriptions only of the levels.

I. Preconvention41 level. The child is responsible to cultural
4

rules andlabels of good and bad, right and wrong, but inter-

preta these labels in terms of either the physical or the hedo-

niotic consequences of action or in terms of the physical power .

of those wflo enunciate the'rthes and lables. State 1-711e punish-

ment and obedience, orientation 'and Stage 2--the instrumental re-

orientation.

II. Conventional level. Maintaining the 'expectations of tlr indivi--

dual family, group, or nation is 'perceived as valuable in its

own right, regardless of immediate Or obkrious consequencee. The

1.

attitude is not only one of conformliy toVersonal expectations

and fiocial order, but of loyalty to it, of actively maintaining.

19 t
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supporting, and justifying the oiher,'and of idifyiqi with'
I.

thd persons or groups involved IA it. Stage 3--the interpersonale

concordance of "good boy-nic.e iirl" -orientation and Stag 4--the
-

"law and order oriebtation.

II1. PostconVeetienal, autonomous, or principled level. There is a

elear effort to define moral values and principles that have

validity and application apart from the authority of the groups

or persOns holding these principles, and apart from the indivi-
-

dual's own identification withighese groups. Arge 5--the

8_12.0.2.9.1.5.RiniLIAP.1111.21.11A14.5.T.Aa.liktKe
6-"the universal

ethical principle orientation. (Koh)berg, 1971, p.' 16 or Bank

and MCCarl,:1976, pp. 887, 888).

The mwecontroversial section of the above scheme is the porconventiohal

level. For it is only when the fifth stage of moral development is reached,

that the possibility of self-conscious moral philosophy is allowed.. Thus,

bthical resolutions to mankind's most bauic nbiopolitfcal problesm, ii they

are to appear at all, will have to cote from those who are developmentally

'capable of formulating them--from the select (elite)-group that has moved'

beyond the conventional level.

The level of development depends on the'degrei to which the social'role

it; assumed. This, 4n turn, depends on theaiiility to take on the eole of

others. "A universalizable decision is a decision acceptable to any man in-

volved in the situation who must play one of the rolea affected by the de-7.

cision, but does not know which role ho will key". (Kohlberg, 1971, pp. 2,3).

Thus, moral development is dependent on'both subjective and oblectitoft filmtor3.
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The individual must be able to hoar, as it were, cues from the environment.

But by the same token, no matter howiprimed individuals are to hear, !flinty

lack something to listen to (a stimulun emanating firm a propitiousviron-

mant), they cannot move (progress) from..one steee to the next.
. .

Kohlberg concludes that there are two sorts of-experiences important

in the movement to principled thought.

occur only after high school. The first

In our culture, both of these tend to

involves leaving the family. Ihe

new setting, typically, in his sample, a college community, will expose peaple

to. a new spectrum of values while, at the same time, demanding that they L.V0144A

15,
a firmer commitment. Kohlberg stressea the importance of the college ex-

perience by noting that none of his subjects who did not attend college, but

went directly into the army and/or to adult oetUpatione, developed principled

thinking (Kohlberg, 1973, p. 37 of manuscript). The second experience that

may lead to principled thinking occurs when the individual is exposed to the

demand that he undertake a sustained reoponsibility -for the welfare of others,-

or that he make an irreversible moral choice (Kohlberg,.11973, p. 39 of menu-

script)-. In ehort, Kohlberg suggests that movement from conventional to

principled thotight needs to come froM both the experience of moral choice an4

the impetus tO moral reflection. Only adulte ar_e_likely_le_heeepeFienced

this mix.

The Evidence and.thu Critics

Erikson; Levinson, Loevinger and Kohlberg tinve"been presented in lir

"pure" state,,that is, as they presented themselves. But because of the

nature of their evidence, they are easy prey. Consider their data and some

of the criticisms.

Erikson's theory on the eight ages of man is based on a soft mix-of

herd evidence. The underlxing construct is psychoanalytic theory. Plugged
I
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in are the materials Erikson accrued as a clinician. But he book on other .

roles as well. There is Erikso4 tlill physician (his stepfatHer, with (ihom hod

*

hawa "strong identificatlin," was a pediatrician), and the resulting evidence
t\

/

on^,blophysical maturation and funCtion. There is also Erikson the anthropo-

logist, the student of other cultures, and from this guise stew the references

to variou'e tribes,,religions, and social patterns. In short, it is a tribute

to Erikson's brilliance that he was able to command such a wide and respectful

attention with so few credentials*, and such kandom data. It suggests that
1

his'genius is more intuitive than scientific--a pOint to which' I shall return'

below.

The psychohistories can be more closely monitored. The central theme.of

the "Identity crisis" in 'Young Men Luther is the more credible because -

Erikaon tells Us that he spent five years studying "emltional disturbances of

Veople in their late teens and early twenties." 'In addition, there is ample

evidence of his submarsion in the history of Luther and the problems of faith

and politics in sixteenth century Germany. Similarly; Ghndhi's Truth, re-

_ A .
.

flects.an Ultimate knowledge'of the life of the man, al$1 of the country, hie-
'''.

tory, And culture that spawned him: Pludging 'OS46-44it spccikic.$14 1100).41.V5.

Erikson did hia homework. Indeed, without his fi control of the;hard data,

1(he forging of what some consider a wholly n enterprise-psychohistorylW6u.141

have been impossible.

Levinson based his theory of adult male development on materials derived

from "biographical interviews" with forty men. No doubt to deflect skeptics

.J

*Erikson began to study psycheanalyeks with Anna Freud and Heinz Hartmann In

.
Vienna during the late 1920's and early 1930's. He had had no medicil training

or sdvaneed degree of any kind.
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who are bound to quitstion the mnivereal applicability of a theory derived from

such a small sample that 18 aloe Culture! bOund (all oupjects were Americans

born between .1923 and 1930), Levinson takets great care to delineate the metho-
i

dologm and how it evolved. He explains the decision to limit the study to

the forty who were then all between 35 and 45 years old, and equally distributed

among four occupations: hourly workers in industry, business executives, uni-

_versity biologists, and novelists. (The sample was diverse in social class,

raCial4thnic-religious origins, and education.) The interviews, which stretched

anywhere from'a total of 10 to 20 hours, were designed to "conetruct the story

,of a man's life." Levinson describes the biographical interview as having the

qualities of "a research interview, a clinical interview, and a conversation

between friends." The result: "a systematic reconstruction" of 40 life

, historiea from adolescence to middle adulthodd. he claims support for his

, theory from two other sources: a "secondary sample of men whose lives have

been depicted in biography or imagined in fiction, poetry and theater," and

also documents from ancient Hebrew, Chinese: and Greek ciiiiAzations. Although

all of these last materials are touched on only very superficially, they do

lend credence to Levinson's central claim that there is a.basic life cycle, on4

that although individuals proceed through it in infinitely varied ways, the

CYCle itvelf 1-3 a140a the-sumw4.

At some.point, though, one would hope that Levinson will address the

following geaStion6: If a man does not atteud to the tasks of eaah

of the peiiods as outlined in The Seasons of a Man's Life, what happens?

Does he become Aentally (or even physically) ill? Or is he less successful,

.or weaker, or more unhappy than the next manT To what extent, in short, does

omission or uneveness imply aisaster?
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A* Loevinger offers a disclaimer at the'outset: she is no clinician and her

research has been almost "entirely a paper and pencil exchange with my subjects."

Butliktiore we can attack, sheitarshals the support:

The 'eMpirical support for the conception of ago development
presented is that it represents a common thread in the work
of many authocs: pszchiatrists, psychoanalysts, sociologists,
philosophers,(psychonftsts and others...Their.experience is
hot limited to one country or even to one century. Nothing
any of us can do by way of laboratory of psychometric rebeareh
can compare with what emerges from the communality of their
observations. . (Loevinger, 1976, p. x)

Loevinger's main assumptions grow out of her synthesis of observations by

others. Nonetheless, in creating her own hierarchy, she is compelled to

,deal with measurement. (Loevinger, 1976,Lpp. 203-240). Here, there is space

only to say that she seems most satisfied by scoring based on both quantitative

and qualitative techniques. Bui once, again, she hastens to offer a caveat:

none of the tests are "as convincing as the underlying construct."

Basically, Loevinger deflects skeptics by inserting her own doubts about

just how Aar the purely scientific method can take us, and about.a scoring

l
system that is less than hard science. But there are n more fundamental

questions about her structural-developmental approach to e go development

(Hauser, 1976, p. 952)-- for example, what exactly are the criteria for the

presumed syperiority of the highest stages?

Kohlberg, awcre of the detractors, comes forearmed. Wks rocts cre 'in

philosophy, his professional life is in psychology. He understands the clamor

for methodological preeision. The earliest charge was that what he, Kohlberg,

considered 'Nnoral," was merely thought or behavior "congenial to his predilec-

tions" (Alston quoted in Kohlberg, 1971, p. 153). But Kohlberg ceuntered that

his concept of moralities came from both the "Piartetian psychological traditicas

and from traditional ethical analysis." He had spent over 15 years culling data

from several different cultures (U.S., Taiwan, Mexico, Turkey), and he had a

conclusion:

9
ye, 4

4
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"The same basisc ways of moral valuing are found-in every culture and develop

in the same oitk." (Kohlberg, 1971, p.. 174) Again, we este obliged to fly

over the problem of miasuvement., But Kohlberg does not. In-fact, the moral

judgment interview and the procedures for scoring are the foctis of a 'large

publication (note 15). It would be fair to say of Kohlberg that early on in

his professional life ue hatched his ungainly but folidable egg, and later

on he sougtii to modify it, revise it, and refine it.

Only Erikson and Ko4lberg have been around long enough to draw much ire

in print. Erikson has been more'voraciounly criticized for what he did uot

do , than for what he did. What he did not do--item: he did not encover a

waylio integrate the intrapsychic and social 1Zve1s of analysia. Item: he

did not offer a way to verify .his,th:ories. /tem: he did not sttrive to

achieve precision in his terminology, Item: he did not strive to 'achive

precision in hin concept. Item: he did notAindertake to prove adequately

the universal claim for his psychological model of eight stages (Fitzpatrick,

1976, pp. 16-27).

T4F criticisms of Erikson all tend to be udder the same umbrello:. his

labor is too impressionistic, too intuitive. It lacks the rigor of reel ecience.

This suppos'ed flaW is particularly offensive to .social scientists who would

wish to oeios Crikson and know that they could depend on him to deflect aktafq:s

on themselves. Alas, he offers no easy truths. Perhaps it is ut&ful, tu

remember him as one who, in his ftrst incarnation, Wes an artist. Very simply,

Erikson has produced a body Of work in which science has never mangged to fully

diskace art.' Side by side, sometime's to the discomfort of social scientists,

they coexist.
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Kahlberg has faced two important charger'. Tirst, there is the claim

thet what he asserted was moral,waa nothing much more than reasoning or.be-

havior in aacordance Wth his own paratular prefereecee. Second, there

was the charge that hi eor ia based on faulty conceptualization, lid
. .

methodology. Kurtines and grief make the second urguinant:
.

A systemic review of .the-published research literature suggests

that there are several conceptual and methodologicali probleme

with the approach. The problems include the derivation4 ad-

ministration,-ond scoring of the model's primary gaasuOng devicei

the lack of evidence for both the reliability and validity of

that device add the absenee of direct evidence for thy basic

assumOtions of the theory (1)74, e. 103)4

Kohlberg rebuts the first argument by refering to the sources for his

notions of moral categories (eee above), and also to the cross cultural natere-

of his data. The second criticism has been attended to by that massIve.effort

ik

to develop an explainable, teachable, replicable, and reliable scoring system.

Nox4, pelple from all over the world send protocols to the Harvard Center for

Moral Education to have them scoked. The Center also offers.training in .

learning the scoring technique; 6nd a manual on scoring is available for the

asking 4and paying). Of course, there are detractors of even this newly

A
rigorous scoring system. Still, Nohlberg has listened to his critics.

The Work of the'Social Science ResearchCoencil

Fertile minds working more or-Reis alone are nob the only steurco cr thoSE

0

who would maintaln efiat there 16 life after adolescence. Indeed, no less an

Establishment organi;ation than the Social Science Research Council has, for

some years now, invested resources in the proposition that to -stud; ihe mid-

.dle and later years is both a fruitful end:in itself, and may well also hove
A

considerable policy implications. The Council formed the Committee on Wotk

and Personality in the Middle Years, and most recently put together a new

Comm/title on Life-Course Perspective on Middle and Old Agel

26

47,
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.1

... Y
thin is an organisation that cannot bu.said to act hastily, conuider-thAilire,

,

11
reasons for this continuing exploration into development in adulthoed:\

:.-

The Council was motivated by the last decade in which "varibufilnew., .

7;!

social patterns and policy_issues have shaken the rather static preys

image of the later ydars." It.points to the increasing numbers of pe

\$)
' 4.7 'Et&

4.

who are changing occupationa, divorting, retiring early or extending.
4,4

_

employment beyon'd normal retirement age as evidence that social and psy

gical changes in adulthood may be much more common than heretofore thought.% .1P,4A,'7

Defining "middle age" as roughly the stage between the chronological ages of

40 and 65, and "old age" as 65 and abey-e it proceeds to postelate that

these eras" can be most fruitfully pursued ftom a lifecourse perspectAve.

.The central premises of this perspective are that (1) developmental
change and aging form a contipival procebs not limited to any parti-

,cular stage of life, -(2) cItuige occurs'in various interrelated social,

.

psychological, and biologic 1 domains of human behavibr and functioning,
ami that (3) life-course develcpment is multidetermined. Thus,

according to this viewpoint, to understand a particular sta0 of life -
including middle and old age-it is necessary to place.it withidthe
context of the preceding and follOwing.developmental changes ahd
stabilities and within its histor1caltcontext(Abeld6 and Riley, p. 3)4

s;?

The.,Committee on Life-Course Perspectives on Middle and Old Age plans

Id do its work through an. interdisciplingry approach,("Many of the characterls-
:

-
tics of later life could become more tinderstandable to the extent that arti-

3, .+.

t, 41..

,4

t,',

tkictal 446ce Unary barriers Are ovatcope. throevh tile %.i.fe-course approod4. "5
; .

and a cOhort alyais approach ("Cohorts born recently differ ftom earlier
,

, , 1
, .

cohorts,in education, in, nutrition, in exposure to potentially harmful food

additives,-in the income level at which ttety began their careers, and in.the

political Zeitnist surrounding their first voting experience,") It inttidde

Ito focus particularly on the following substantive areas: -Intelllaual Lune-
.

tioning. The effort will be to detekmine more precisely how differvnt dimensions

.

11
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of intelligence vary in how they respond to the aging Process. ,Furthermore

the Committee will foster exploration of the conditions under which Intel-

lectural functioning stabilixes or even improvee, with increaning age. Senile

of Self. New evidence suggeots that a single static dimension sech as "self-

esteem" cannot do justice to the complex ways in which people come to 800

themselves as their lives unfold. Our life experiences, in particular our

successess and failures in work and/love, must mediate eur sense of self,

and this, in turn, will affect the experiences atill to follow. Health and

Physical Functioning,. The ddcision to explore this area is based on the simple

assumptiOn that, to a degree, the disability experienced in middle and old age

will depend on the quality of the earlier life course. Social kletworke and

relationships. As we go through life, there are changes in the-size, compo-

sition, and functiona of the sonial networks within which we function. The

quality of these networks, particularly the extent to which they lend us

social support, has much to do with our objective and nubjective well-heing.
A

the question ie how to grow older and still maintain a large network in which

_-

we also contiaue to play a contributory role, . Work and retirement.How does

our eatlier life affect the chariges we make in middle age - sometimes to,

:
soother career, sometimes po an early retirensnt? What of women who novirmors.

thain ever ere shifting throughout KeI.r tives k.kureVil .1.4:tatk and 'family? ifAct

how do economic fluctuations over the life conrse affect our lives in middle

and old age?

Not ewerything that interests the Committee on Life-Course Perspective

e

on Middle ant Old Age will interest political scientists. But most of it

should. As if to underscore the point, Abeles and alley, in tbe-eirticle for

the SSRC'e enrual Niport, conclude with a section on "implicatioes inr

policy.
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The conceptual strength of a developmental approach

to the study of agin.is.evident in designing and

,evaluating interventien.orograms aimed at optimi-

sing aging or correcting disfunctional aspects of

aging. This view is based on at least three assump-

tions: (1) aging is, at least, in part of a con-

sequence of processes of life history; (2) some of

theet life-history processes are subject to modifi-

cation; and (3) treatment of dysfunctional agipg is

most effective if designed in a preventive manner,

rather than with a relianee on simple corrective

methode (p. 12).

Should Political Scientists Care? .

Aging, it has been said, does not Slean growing old .only growing older.

Implicit in this process, an in all processes, ib change. The chadge is in

different hreas, and it happens at different rates of speed. Not many would
.140

argue with Flavell, for example, when he states that "the psysiological changes

that occur inknormal adulthood to not lead to or LIpport oognitive changes of

the otistancy, Size. and. kind that are mediated- by the childhood growth process"

(Flavell in Goulet and lialtes, p. 249). But, similarly, not many would now

argue with that considerale contingent that insists that human behavior can

only be understood within the context of the entaire human life cycle. In

this essay we have touched on the following approaches to this cycle: biolo-

gical, sociological, psy&ological; and functional. Now let us consider some

ways in which these approaches and also the value approaeh to aging - ran ;)i?

connected to our political life. ThaCthey must do so on the most basic level

INA

-is obvious. Politics is practiced i social setting. Thus, to the extent

that political behavior is verely one aspect of.hunan behavior, it Alia* neflect

those influencos to which-the broader phenomenon is subjeci: To get hold of

the loose strands'running through the neW work on adult development, I will

divide this section into tvc parts: the impact of life developMent theory on how

we thiak about liaders, omd its fispact on how we think about followers a
thci.est a u0. :The cateleTies ore dietinly for Iwilusitl.dc

L.
(7
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purposes; they should not be considered to be self contained.

4.eaders and LIfe-After-Aeolscence. It was Barber who first drew attention

to the possibility that experiences after adolescence might have an important

influence on the performance of our own political leaders (Barber in Green-

stein and Lerner, pp383-40S),But it was Erikaon who explored more fully the

propogition that the way one resolves criseelin adulthood has much to do-with

/ the 'quality oi the leadership. Especially in his book on Gandhi. ihe ties

between the. lived life of the young adult, and the political performance of

the later Adult, are made explicit. What is mogt striking here, and indeed

in all these departures.from the more strictly Freudian approach, is the

implicit possibility of growth and change in adulthood. We have moved away

somewhat from the model that asserts, "once one, forever one," an&toward

a paradigm that suggests that what hetd true at age le does not hold altogether

true at age 38, 58, or 78. Although Erikson, Levinson, Loevinger, and

Kohlberg, do not write about the same kinds of change, they do share the notion

thet it is the self coming into contact with the world that induceS develop

ment. We have seen that hoth ego development and moral development depend

on experience with others, and both the "tasks" of Levinson and the "crises"
.,

nf trtkson are very explicitly tebto that ws mast undergo lug social coritt-.

Thus, whereas we used to ask only what is the effect:of personality on politice,

vs must now pose another question: how does politics imprint on gersonility?

In line with all the thnking on life span development, personality is

not static. The construct changes, because its parts - not all of them,.of

course, but some - change. A few examples: the content of the belief system

changes more often than not durinithe post adolexcent life course; moral

development, at least to the highest stages, takes place as the result of

3,
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experiences in young adulthood; ego development also make itS longest strides

during adulthood and only as the result of an external stimulus; feelings of

self.esteeel (linked tO so many aspects of political attitudes and behaviors)

6

will irary over the life course depending on - and we might use Levinson's ter-

minology here-- how successfully the tasks of the various periods have been

met; and feelings of political'efficaCy in leaders mill vary Over the life

course and may well find their most dramatic expreasion during'the mid-life

transition when the§ leader is confronted with a "now or never" push to poli-

tical power.

Since so many of the world's political leaders are in "old age", tile

ramifications ef'exercising control over large numbers of people and reuources

during this era might also benefit from a new attention: Mora than half of

the Soviet Unions full Politburo members are 68 years old or more. And in

China the situation,p3 not much better: more than half of the 234 fall Poli-

tburo members are 65 or 'older. Both Brezhnev and Teng Hsiae farce- in tAwir

early 70s. What this means in part is that we need to inform ourselves'about

1

the concept of functional age. Functional tige is in contrast to chranologi-

cal age din that it suggests that we look at how well an individual performs

physically, emotionally and intellectually, rather that at the year of bLrOl.

Konrad Adenauer, we do well to recall,.began the most illuatrious part of his

career in-his 70s and continued #o act vigorously, or& anA ieader

Germany until his late 80s. Ihit.more commonly there are biological and

psychological characteristics of old age that have an impact on the exercise of

leadership. Post has suggested that the following psychological manifestations

of hardening of the arteries and other cerebral degenerations of old age might

A

affect palic performance: rigidity of thought, impairment ef iv4ellect aad

judgment, emotional liability, good days and bad days, and denial of disabi-

1ity (pp. 10-14).
a
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There is also a more subtle influence at work here, one that would cause

some w6rry if we were to become convinced that it came into play in those

leaders Etheridge defines as "dominating, competitive,find ambitious" (1978,

Abstract), or "Tough, ambitious, and shrewdly calculating" ("Hardball Politics"

1918). Thip is the feeliag among those who are old, that time is of the essence,

that the time left is short to realise all those.goals and dreams of glory.

"This sense of urgency in reaction to the perception of diminshed time imparts

an exaggerated quality ta personalitY needs and drives, so that long-standing

personality patterns and preexisting attitudes appear to be intensified" (Post

P. 10).

What affects our leaders must affect us. It behooves Us, then, to incox-,

()orate adult development theory into our labors on leaders. Those who look at

individual lives, and worry about theM, must finally accord change equal time

with stasis.

Followers and Life after Adolescenqe. 'Although Sniderman was' not addressins

himself to any of the nciw work on adult development, this statement gets to tbe

heart of our matter: "What may well matter most in explaining political belief

and behavior is neither the influence oi personality nor the impact of the situa-

tion but the interaction between the two" (p. 321).* What is becoming clear

that the interaction betwelin perscnality ane situation LS Ct life loss phegumeAtai

and that a change in either Can produce a result in which political behavior and/

or belief is quite different from what the same individual ex0ibited sometime

befor .

niderman's argument that the relationship between personality and democratic
values is most importantly connected to the individual's capacity for aocial
learning is also relevant to the point of this papit.
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What this all means is.at a minimum,greater attention tolthe affects of

adult soc(ialization. It seems clear now that some of the situationethat wo.4

might encounter during our.adult lives can so-cialize us to naw patterne of

thought and behavior (although the political.ramifications of those encountertl

remain to-be more precisely explored), and new demands on self and others,

Changes in role.or status; entry, exit or shift in occupation; chano4s in family

situation; geographical mobility: and upward or dowuward'mobility in socio-

economic ntatue -- all of these are powerful stimuli to change.

But what is even more exciting about adult development thhory is that

it introduces the possibility that stimuli that are ovt of the ordinary, that

is, not simply a part bf what we would normally encounter, might be dotUbaryt-eky

employed to induce,a political affect. lerelman laid some of the developmental

groundwork in his'study c,f adolescents; "Political thinking proceeds primarily

by genetic maturation when no intense politically relative stimuli intersect

the development of the mode of thought in quescion....By contradt, political

thinking may be a function of politicely related stimuli.alone when such

stlial are intent's, visible, and inequivocal" (1971, p. 1046). He also found

pol#iczed Atudents-, defined by hfm as those who were wall informed

about politic4 and to some extent poatically active, had more coherent,

Itructurd policy thinking styles ,(7973, p. 166). Soilerman took the Berne

point, in essence, but put two different twists on it: 1) he suggested that

intenee politically relevant stimuli might be tppliedto adults to inculcate

a committMent'to democratic values, and 2) he introduced the notion that

these stimuli might be delperatelyused. Indeed, he specifically suggested

that radical intervention, and procedures such as renedial educatien he

tested in situations where a Whole new mode of political thoueht and behavior

was %deemed desirable.
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It in not teie felt a leap from these more' general statements to the

,hypotHenis that theories such as Loevinger's and Kohlberg'e in particular,

might have politically relevant applications. Stages of ego development

-are almost certsinly connected to political attitudes and behavior Just as

they are connected to.every other aspect off-self. But although we can guess

about how they l'onnect - surely, for example, someone at Loevinger's

"autonomous stage" is far removed from wnat political scientists identify as

an aethoritarian personality-thege of the science is.too-young to be

very precise.

Yet through a series of "intervensions" in schools and prisons,.Kohlberg

has made a notable beginning at forging a connection between his theory and

practice. A half a ddiatn high schools in the country, for dxample, ate attemp-

ting to expode and eliminate the pervasive "hidden curriculum" by establishing

neparate."Cluster Schools" committed to implementing Kohlberg's concept of

a "Just Community School."17 The attempt is to stimulate moral growth by

exposure to: cognitive moral conflict, role taking, consideration of fair-

ness and morality, the next higher stage of moral reasoning, and active

'
participatton in group decision making. In line with the thinking exemplified

alao by Merelman and Sniderman, there ls.an active effort to have these schoolt

ftAno-fln as a "viable participatory dmocracy." The assumption, of couree., is

that this early experience will eventually transcend the school and manifest

itself in the larger sociopolitical'arena.

Similar programa are geared to adults in prison. Hete the impetus for

change is expected to come from the "moral pressure of the group on its

members and the moral evaluation of the individual by tho staff and fatluir
'

\members of the group.' 8 Again, the expectation is for More than short range
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change. It is hoped that the intervention will induce otructural, here

moral, development which, by its very nature, will aftaure in any subse-
4

quent !letting. Of course, the supposition is also that a change in moral

reasoning will lead to a change in behevior.
19

We should return, at this point, also to Levinsoq. He, more than'any

of the others talks. about us (particularly men) as.uy move throup our everyday

lives. Of course, he does not address us as political animals. The elements

of the life structure - a man's woman, br job, or family - are basically apoli-

tical. Yet there are at least two connections to make between the "seeeona

of,q, man's life" and the political universe. Firat, we do well to remember

that there is a symbiotic-relationship between even the most aeoliti,lal of

men and the political system in which he lives. The most drematic political

events clearly do affect our lives: a ruined economy or a war must, for ex-

ample, impinge on the cycle of leaving the family and meking a new one. But

even in quieter times, there is a reciprodal impact between tha self and the

politieal world. A whole slew of public policies, ranging from child care to

social security will influence the degree to which the tasks of the various

periods can suecesbfully be wet. Any Bovernment that lays even the smallest

claim to implementing programn for the welfare of the people will inevitably

affect the Twenty of -04e life. And the modern welfara-atate toim7 Pave an

impact that is indeed developmentally significant.

On another level, Levinson, and those such ea the Committee on Life Course

Perspectives, have drown a fresh attention to tho work that needs to be done

in both the public and private sectors to take account of the changing nee4d,

of adults in differeav peribds. Our public policy haN finally begun to take

slow account of the aped, and their particular needs in the areas of tncome,

housing, tranovortaCon health, nutrition and so forth.

35
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Moreover, the time might now also be ripe to focus a very first attention

on the rapidly growing percentage of the population in middle adulthood. Can

it be that those in this era have special needs that even political Acientiots

might 'start attending to? Mow, for example, do those in middle age perform po-

litically? 4re there programs that might be initiated geared especially to

those between 40 and 60 to shake this group of some of its apathy? Can we de-
.

vise the kinds of intervention that might make them more participatory citizens,

and more creative leaders.

Yet another aspect we might look at is how structural-developmental theory

might have an impact on the leader-follower relationship. One implication of

the structural work is that people make sense of the same content in different

ways, depending on the stage they are in. One might almost say that shrewd

politicians have always been intuitive etructural-developmentalists. A presi-

dential candidate, for example, trya (usually) to appeal to a broad base. SO

he speaks in broad terms in order to appeal to those at different Stages of

development in such i way.that he does not betray any one stage. 'The trick is

to find themes that allow people to hear what they want to without realizin3

that other people who like it hear something quite different. Carter's primary

run was quite,brilliant in this way. Several of his themes - the outsider,

human rights, a new honesty, etc. - were appropriate on a number of levels, and

each had a lot of salience. Some four years earliex, cn the other hand, George

MCGoverngo themes were far more narroW in their appeal. Those to whgm McGOvern

did speak became ardent converts. But the, majority of'the population got the

(perfectly accurate) impression that they were not being addressed.

In other words, stage theory opens up in a whole new way the political idea

orgrabbing people where they are at -- not just the content of their concerns,

but the actual structure, its "truth" in terms of what is subjectively experienced

and learned,.

3.;
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Another exempla of how developmentalists are concerned with leader-follower

reactions is in tbe normative area. The stage theories, especially KohlbergAs

but also Loevinger s suggest philosophically justifiable goals consistent with

the principle of American democracy. They, in fact, chart a quite clear map of

where people "ought" to be led bysleaders who would help US forge a more adequate

construction of realities ether than pandering to the conservative, defending,

"law and order" side.

The notion of adult development has swAftly and sure footadly become a part ,

of our popular culture. The term "mid-life crisis," to take one striking examplc

has become so entrenched that we need to think hard to remind ourselves that 4 fevv

short years ago even the idea of one was unheard of. (Remember how Iong Gail

Sheehy's Passagee was on the best seller lint!). Clearly what she and the more

serious theorists have had to say about the differences in us, at different

periods of our lives, has touched a nerve. There is a truism here that many of

of us,have just begun to ponder. Surely political science won't be caught one

step behind.

3 I
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NOTlis

1. To his.credit, James Oavid Harbin% was an early exception.

2. Levinson's empirical work was done only with man.

3'. Erikson italicized the word "healthy" but nonethialeseoteed it--au well

as Marie Jahoda's definition thereof (Erikson, 1968, p. 92).

4. Although the theory is concerned only with men, Levinson suggests that

wpmen fellow similar; albeit not identical, pattern..

5. The coficept of--the alternating.stable and transitional period is important-

but space does not allow for amore detailed treatment here. See 'Aewmvrit "

6.. All timetables are + two years.
7-

7. For earlier formulations of the Levi/Ion study, see Levinson, et al., 1974

and Levinson, 1976.

8. This quote of Loevinger's and all which

This book departs in some ways from her

the culmintion and t
.therefore, the most
i.

current thinking in this area.

follow, are from Losvinger, 1976.

earlier work, but is regarded as

accurate repreaentation of her

9.. The reference to the ConsCientious Conformist Levei as the "sixth" stage

is my own. Loevinger_studiously avoids ordinal numbers (Loevinger, 1976,
4

19).

10. 'Loevinger does not touch cuithe social implications of a projected increase

in the modal level of ego developments. She explicitly denies that the

order of the ego stages is a reflection of social values--or of those held

by the author (Loevinger, 1976, p.27).

11. Loevinger makes a diatinction between 41evels" and "staged" which need not

concern us here.

12. Piaget's highest stage is reached in early adolescence.

13.- The most ot,viods question is i structural.change occurs in moral dcvelpp-

meat, why not postulafe i or her areas of develoOment?,

14. The-most commonly usad dilemma is fOund in most of Kohlberg's publications.

It was quoted by Bank and McCarl,1.976; p. 890. A major work on scoring

by Kohlberg and associates is now available from the Center for Moral

Education, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138 (Assessing Moral Stages:

A Aanual).

15., luch of the discussion:here is based on Kohlberg, 1973. For a detailed

,
iavestigatiOn of the impdlse to commitment during the coliegu,years, see

Perry, 1968.
*
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,16. C0.00.51erable data on this subject has been collected by the Social Science

Ree4arch Council project headed by Brim. Also see the still outstanding

,..0
: bolr Brim and Wheeler4

For ccomplete description, see Wasserman, 1976.

erelts an unpublished pamphlet available on this project by L. Kohlberg,

p:.4e4iirt, and J. Hickey.("The Justice Structure of the Prison: A Theory

and alOptervention"). All Kohlberg reprints are available for purchase

r
feopi thiYIOpter for Moral Education (Note 14). The Center will also pro-

vide infimmation on the work of the following four theorists--all of'whom

ilize t concept of the qtructural developmental stage: Johp Broughton

lf.refl tiveltealoning), James Fowler (faith reasoning), Robert Kogan

No (tion '-processes and constructions,of the self, and Robert Selman
A niClibout interpersonal relations).

2

clarl*'4tollpomak%ttlis kind of link in political science, see

it
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